German language courses for visiting scholars and PhD students
Heidelberg University

Courses: all levels
Place: Internationales Studienzentrum, Heidelberg University, INF 684
Time: 6:00 to 7:30 p.m., Tuesdays and Thursdays
Fee: 175 €

Please register again for a German course even if you participated in the previous semester.

Registration

▪ International scholars at Heidelberg University (postdoc) and their partners
To sign up for a German language course you must first register online at the Welcome Centre: http://www.zuv.uni-heidelberg.de/international/gawi_engl.html
If you are already registered, you can enroll yourself (and your partner) for a course via the Portal for International Scholars: Log in, select “German language courses” at the left column and click on “register for this event” at the end of the page. Registration at the Welcome Centre starts 20.08.2020.

▪ Doctoral students doing their PhD at Heidelberg University
Please register online via the homepage of the Graduate Academy: http://www.graduateacademy.uni-heidelberg.de/workshops/training_qualifikation_en.html .
For further information please send an e-mail to ga-seminare@zuv.uni-heidelberg.de .

▪ Members of Max-Planck-Institutes
Please send an email to the Welcome Centre, welcomecentre@zuv.uni-heidelberg.de
Generally, the places for members of Max-Planck-Institutes are limited and are allocated on a first-come, first-served basis.

Further information:
Welcome Centre for International Scholars
Seminarstr. 2, first floor, room 141, 69117 Heidelberg
Tel. 54-2134 or -3612/ E-mail: welcomecentre@zuv.uni-heidelberg.de